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THE ROTUNDA
VOL. LVII

LONGWOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

Christmas In Bethlehem
Rebecca Nunez is excited about
Christmas this year. She says
that it will be the best one she has
ever had. If anyone else were
going to Bethlehem (Jordan, not
Pennsylvania), they might be
excited, too.

Photo by Joe Johnson

Rebecca Nunez is a senior
music education major and voice
major at Longwood. She was
invited to sing with forty
members of the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra in Manger
Square, Bethlehem for Christmas
Eve. She will be the soloist for the
the show which will be televised
internationally on the Christian
Broadcasting Network.
Rebecca, who has been singing
since she was three to four years
old, was shocked when she heard
the news of her solo, "I thought
there would be a professional
soloist and I would just sing in the
choir, but it turned out I was the
only one asked. There will also be
a seventy-five member choir
backing me up. I'll be singing "0
Holy Night'at the Manger , and
"He Shall Feed His Flock"from
Handel's Messiah.
The trip does not stop at
Manger Square, however, on the
26th the group will go to Cairo,
Egypt, and sing for top officials,
from there, they will go to Tel
Avin, Israel and Galileo for a
concert at the Dead Sea. They
will ride burrows from Judea to
Petra — a three hour trip across

Scholarship Established
The Office of Institutional
Advancement at Longwood has
announced the establishment of a
scholarship in memory of Helen
Barnes Savage.
Mrs. Savage taught philosophy
at Longwood from 1961 until her
retirement in May 1981. She
passed away on Sunday,
November 1.
The scholarship will be
awarded to a student who is
majoring in philosophy or is
active in the department of

English, philosophy, and foreign
languages. The recipient will be
chosen by a committee composed
of the chairman of the
department and two faculty
members.
Contributions
to
the
scholarship fund may be sent to
the Office of Institutional
Advancement. Checks should be
made payable to the Ixmgwood
College Foundation — Helen
Barnes Savage Scholarship
Fund. Contributions are tax
deductible.

Sim kins Prize Given
By SARAH BISF.
The Francis Butler Simkins
Prize in Southern History was
presented on November 12 to
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, a member
of the faculty at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, for
her book Revolt Against
Chivalry: Jessie Daniel Ames
and the Women's Campaign
Against Lynching.
The award is given at the
annual meeting of the Southern
Historical Association
in
Louisville, Kentucky. It is made
jointly by the Association and
Longwood College, where
Professor Simkins, one of the
nation's foremost authorities on
Southern History, taught for
many years. The Award, which is
a $200 prize is given every two

years for the best first book in
Southern History. This year was
the third time that the Simkins
prize has been given.
Ms. Hall's book deals with the
efforts of a Texas Woman who in
mid;life turned her attention to
social causes, including the antilynching crusade.
The award committee for the
1979-1981 was headed by
Professor Betty Fladeland of
Southern Illinois University and
included as members were Neil
R. McMillen of the University of
Southern Mississippi and Peter
H. Wood of Duke University.
Longwood College has been
represented on past awards,
committees by L. Marshall Hall,
chairman of the History
Department.

the desert. Her only reply is "it
will be interesting."
"My repertoire for this trip is
from 30-35 songs (all solos). They
will all be of a religious nature.
I'll also be playing piano...to top
it all off," she says I'll get free
accommodation
and
transportation to Vienna for New
Years Eve."
Rebecca has won the music
performance award for the last
two years. She has won the
Virginia State Junior College
Womens National Association of
Teachers of Singing Award (1st
place) and also first place in the
Nationals. She's won third place
in the Western Regional
Metropolitan Opera auditions
and while on campus she has
become a habitual singer of the
National Anthem for the College
Basketball games. At Longwood
she was portrayed Carrie
Pipperidge in Carousel (Musical)
and portrayed Madame Flora in
must department's production of
Menottis' "The Medium".

PRESS
CONFERENCE
TODAY!
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Christmas Happenings
By SARAH BISE
andKIMDIGGS
Christmas is a time for giving,
a time to be joyous, a time for
traditions. Last week, many of
Longwood's cherished Christmas
traditions were carried out, such
as the Christmas tree being put
up in the Rotunda right on
schedule, the first day of
December, and then that
evening, the crowning of the
Freshman Elves by last year's
Elves. After the ritual of
exchanging of hats, all of Santa's
helpers sang "We are Santa's
Elves" and proceeded to
decorate the huge Christmas tree
which now graces our Rotunda.
On Wednesday evening,
December 2, the Elves shed their
elf costumes for long white
dresses and suits as the
traditional Twining of the Greens
took place. After the Elves had
decorated the banisters in the
Rotunda, they ended the evening
with Christmas Carols.
On Thursday night, they
participated in the annual
Shower of Pennies, when the
Elves were bombarded by the
overwhelming generosity of their
fellow students. The pennies
collected will be used to help
others. Also on Thursday night,
the elves were busy performing
the Freshman Elf Skit. Santa's
helpers also spread Christmas
joy at the Campus School and
Holly Manor when they sang
Christmas carols for the children

and older people of the
community.
On December 1-3, the
Catalinas presented their
Christmas
show
entitled
"Holiday Festival." The pool
area was beautifully decorated
with snowflakes, candy canes,
and other Christmas decorations.
The
annual
Christmas
Madrigal Dinner took place this
past week end, December 4-6.
The Cameratas, under the
direction of Dr. Ixward Egbert,
entertained the diners with
beautiful Christmas music and
colorful Renaissance costumes.
This Thursday evening,
December 10, at 8:00, the Concert
Choir and the Cameratas will
present their Candlelight
Christmas Concert at Farmville
Baptist church. The two choirs
will entertain the Longwood
community with a variety of
Christmas music.
Perhaps the beginning of a new
tradition will occur at the Faculty
Dance which will be held on
Friday, December 11, in the
Lower Dining Hall from 9 until 1
a.m. The music will be provided
by False Dimitri, and the dress is
casual. The charge for adnussion
will be $3.50 per person with
guest.
For
additional
information,
contact
the
Employee Relations Office at 3929381. This is an excellent
opportunity for the faculty of
longwood College to come and
share the holiday spirit with their
co-workers.

12:45 P.M.
Virginia Room

STUDENT
SENATE
MEETING
TOMORROW

Photo by Pam Winger
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Arsenic And Old Lace Review
By MARK SEGAL
The Longwood College Players
presented Joseph Kesselring's
Arsenic and Old Lace from
November second to the fifth.
Several fine performances
pasted together an otherwise
weak play. Kesserling did not
successfully bring the audience
into the world of Aunt Abbey and
Aunt Martha.
It is nearly impossible to keep
an audience laughing, let alone
interested, in a farce-comedy for
two hours and forty minutes.
At one point in the play, when
Jonathan and Mortimer were in a
dilemma over the dead body in
the window seat, the play
resembled Shakespeare's A
Comedy of Errors. But only at
that point did the audience feel
the nervous suspense that can
easily be transformed into
laughter.
Kesselring created characters
of importance but never gave
them the chance to develop any
real character. Elaine Harper
placidly sat on the stage for
fifteen minutes while her fiance
unraveled a bloody list of murder
victims. Yet she just sat, quietly
and accepted it all.
Kesselring also inadvertently
inserted three policemen and one
police lieutenant to supplement
discrepancies in the plot that was
weakening as the hours ticked by.
The belief that a one second bugle
burst would necessitate a platoon
of policemen just reflects that
Kesselring was looking for any
vehicle to bring information in to
the play and solve structural
dilemmas.
The use of minor characters in
a play to support the plot and
provide information is certainly
acceptable. But when the
playright uses the characters
over and over again, and fails to
let them expand their character,
then they are just dead meat

standing on the stage.
Regardless, Lisa Magill did an
excellent job as Abbey Brewster.
Her physical stature filled in her
old lace dress perfectly and her
feeble scamper around the stage
along with her character depiction had the audience ready to
drink her elderberry wine.
Sherry Forbes also turned in a
notable performance. Ray York

lack of control, the audience
wondered if he was the police
lieutenant or someone that should
be arrested. He apparently
possesses the raw ability but was
too zealous.
David Brockie had fun playing
a homicidal maniac with a
reconstructed Boris Karloff face.
He was also flawless and
captivating. His twisting of the

played
Teddy Brewster/
Roosevelt well. He was overly
audible, but this seemed to be
awkwardly appropriate for a
mentally deranged man.
The part of the minister's
daughter, Elaine Harper (played
by Tracy Rice) was convincing
but Ms. Rice can assert herself
more.
As always, veteran Frank
Creasy always seems to be in
charge of his character and the
stage. He did not try to steal the
show or overly assert his stage
presence. And this could be easy
for someone of his caliber. But
Creasy seems to be more
interested in conveying the point
and character.
Jim Pittman belched his lines
and bewildered the audience. At
times, because of his timing and

Photo by Alan Nuss
fingers and other idiosyncratic
movements held the audience at
bay with the rest of his captives
in the Brewster household.
Dr. Einstein, not Albert
but Herman, was played
meticulously by Bob Lemieux —
semi-sinister, dust-covered,
alcoholic plastic surgeon. Some
said his performance was among
the best.
The set was a 'decaying"
living room of a Brooklyn
mansion. Richard Gamble
successfully recreated the room
and antique furnishings. The
lighting was very simple and
effective. Colored lights created
night and day by interjecting
sunlight and soft colors.
The costumes were authentic
and effectively recreated the
dress of the era.

Rangers At Blackstone
Yassar Arafat twines his camaflouge and weapons
goatee and his evil eyes spark checked, they scouted the area
with vengeance "I swear that and set up for the ambush. Every
Saudi Arabia will not get the heart thudded gently and the only
Awacs, I swear by the blood sounds were an occasional
spilled on my land, it will not .sucking of the breath. The time
happen". He alerts the PLO to his was drawing near. The first of the
secret designs and plans are PLO were spotted ten minutes
made to infiltrate the Awacs later, wearing stocking caps and
production plant in Blackstone, carrying AK-47's. They walked
Virginia and blow it to kingdom cautiously through the middle of
the ambush, not knowing what
come.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, awaited. Captain Stanford gave
Captain Stanford (Head of the the signal. It was over in less than
Longwood ROTC Rangers) has the 25 seconds. Blackstone was
got wind of their plan through a safe, the Awacs would go to
secret informant "planted" with- Saudi, and Yasser swore
in the PLO. His code name is the dignantly.
Sunday morning classes were
mad Arab (he once jumped off a
five story building wearing held in survival training. David
nothing but socks and a map of Volz gave a class on snares, Gene
Yasser's headquarters tatooed on Overton on Building Fires, Steve
his chest.) With the available Breeden on telling directions
information, Captain Stanford without compass, Chris Corbey
on crossing danger areas in
went into action.
Sixteen rangers and cadets set formation, and Donna Dix on
off for Blackstone on the evening patrol security. Later that
of November 13th to intercept the afternoon, they got a chance to
PLO. First they went through a try out their survival skills with
night land navigation course with every two students getting issued
a practice combat raid at the end a chicken, potatoes, onions,
of the evening. Saturday morning carols, bisquick and a box of
they awoke to the sound of distant matches.
"They all had a full meal, and
gun fire. Classes were given on
patrolling the area and learned how to do it on their
construction of rope bridges own," said Captain Stanford, "if
which would be needed for the any student is interested, enroll
ambush set for Saturday night. in MS 102 or 202 for next
That evening, clad in semester."

SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
First Semester,

1981-82 Session

Examination Day
and Date

Morning
9:00-12:00

Afternoon
2:00-5:00

Evening
7 :00-10:00

Monday
December 14

English 100
(All Sections
& 4:00 Monday)

11:00 Monday

•1:30 Monday* or
*9:25 Tuesday

Tuesday
December

3:25 Tuesday

8:00 Tuesday

4:50 Tuesday or
•8:00 Monday*

Wednesday
December 16

1:30 Monday

12:00 Monday

*2:30 Monday* or
•10:00 Monday*

Thursday
December 17

10:50 Tuesday

10:00 Monday

*2:00 Tuesday* or
•9:00 Monday*

Friday
December 18

8:00 Monday

9:25 Tuesday

2 : 30 Monday or
•12:00 Monday

Saturday
December 19

2:00 Tuesday

9:00 Monday

15

SERVICEMASTER
CAN HELP .. .
We clean most
everything!
CALL
FARMVIUEL- 392-666
DILLWYN- 983-3694

—NOTICE—
THI MSI WAY IO Kll» ON tfMIMMtINO tho»a wondartul momonu hare 01 longwood n lo lubicnba lo o naw 1981-82 Yoorbook' Tha 120
poga Virginian will ha«a a hordbock cover ond irodilionol picturai in o naw lormal Photograph* will include clait picture* (toca»| o tpotlight on
Graakt ond clo»» octiviliai plut mony conoid «hol« ond othac aiptcli o) collage lit* Thu tpaool pnea will be in •HKI from Thanktgivmg until
CSriiimoi ond than otiei Chiitlmoi the price will be 15 00 116 50 it moilad!

NAM1
(Plaoie Print)

IN A SPIN ABOUT
HOUSE CLEANING?

AOOIUSS

iox NO

DAY STUOfNI ADOtHSS
I would lik* to hova thu book moilad lo ma (chatk il to )
$4 SO So 00 il moilad Moke cha<kt payobla to Tha Virgimon
forgal lo ordwr a yearbook' You II ba glod you did1

onclota So 00 Plaa»a tand a CHECK (not co»h) to tha Virgimon to. IISS
Tha Half will land you a raca.pt ai wall ot kaap a racord of your noma Don t

Renaissance Dinner
A Success
By CINDY CORELL
The Department of Music
presented the college's annual
Renaissance Christmas Dinner
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights of this week, bringing
feasts, fun and good music to
capacity crowds in Blackwell
Dining Hall.
The
Camerata
Singers,
directed by Louard E. Egbert,
performed traditional Christmas
music from the 14th, 15th and 16th
centuries.
They
were
accompanied by a harpsichord,
trumpets, and a small ensemble
including tamborines, recorder,
bells, and percussion. All of the
performers wore traditional
dress from this period.
The menu included stuffed
Cornish hen, orange glazed

carrots, peas with pearl onions,
long wild rice and fruit salad. The
desert was the traditional figgy
pudding.
The entertainment included
many pieces performed by the
entire choir as well as several
solos, and small vocal ensembles.
Selected
members
also
performed several traditional
dances, and the jester, Joanne
Mosca, ran around the audience
entertaining them with her silly
antics. Then the audience and
stewards joined the choir singing
Christmas carols. The program
ended as the singers proceed up
to the front balcony where
selected members performed a
simple melody with handbells.
As was the tradition of the
original feasting and celebration,
a good time was had by all.

Concert Thursday
By CINDY CORELL
The Longwood Department of
Music will present their annual
Christmas Choral Candlelight
Service in the sanctuary of the
Farmville Baptist Church
Thursday evening at 8:00. The
Camerata Singers and the
Concert Choir will perform; both
groups will be directed by Dr.
Louard E. Egbert.
The Camerata Singers will be
doing selected traditional
Christmas pieces, as well as Sir

Christemas, a 14th century music
drama, What Is This Lovely
Fragrance?, a 15th century
French traditional carol, and
Kyrie, from the mass, "0
Magnum Mysterium,"
by
Victoria. The Concert Choir will
be performing A Christmas Suite,
by Jerrold Fisher, and selections
from Kirke Mechem's Seven Joys
of Christmas. Other appropriate
works will also be performed.
Everyone is cordially invited to
attend the concert.

LIBRARY HOURS DURING EXAMS
FIRST SEMESTER,
1981 82 SESSION
MONDAY
DECEMBER
TUESDAY-FRIDAY . DECEMBER
SATURDAY
DECEMBER
SUNDAY
DECEBMER
MONDAY
DECEBMER
TUESDAY-FRIDAY. DECEMBER
SATURDAY
DECEMBER

7
7:45 a.m.- 10p.m.
8-11 ... 7:45a.m.- 11p.m.
12
9:00a.m.- 5p.m.
13
2:00p.m.- 11p.m.
14
7:45a.m.- 11p.m.
15-18 .. 7:45a.m.- 10p.m.
19
9:00a.m.- 5p.m.

FARMVILLE
VISION CENTER
College Plaza Shopping Center
PHONI 392-8408

SUNWEAR
FOR
SEA&
SLOPES!!
WE WILL GLADLY
ARRANGE FOR EYE
REFRACTIONS AND
CONTACT LENS
EXAMINATIONS.

We hove a brood
SELECTION OF Fashionable
stylet- At prices you will love.
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Gallery Craft Display
By ILONA WILSON
An exhibit of work by selected
Virginia craftsmen entitled.
"Craft Collectibles Seven" will
be presented in Bedford Gallery
from December 4-15, 1981. The
exhibit is an effort by the Art
Department of Longwood to get
craftsmen from various parts of
Virginia who work in a wide
range of media to bring their
work to the L.C. community. The
Gallery is set up like a craft shop.
Crafts, all of which are for sale,
range in price from $2.00 to
S100.00 with most items falling in
a $5.0O-$25.00 range.
The Gallery will feature seven
artists' work. Sushila Bales has
been working with stained glass

for bVz years. She uses glass from
all over the United States for her
work. Janice Jones Campbell is a
1977 graduate of Longwood and
her pottery is in the exhibit.
Randall Edmonson, professor
here in Longwood's Art
Department, has his ceramics in
the Gallery. Edmonson said that
most of the work in ceramics is
functional. Tray Eppes has been
an instructor of ceramics for
Longwood during the summer of
1978 and Spring of 1979. He will
also be exhibiting his ceramic
work. Jim Layne will exhibit his
pottery along with the other three
artists mentioned. Gretchen
Rogers, handweaver, has some of
her fiber pieces in the display.
Ann Webb will be displaying

pottery also. Kenneth Wills,
furniture designer-craftsman has
some wood pieces in the show.
Lyn Yeattes, assistant professor
of art at Virginia Tech, is
displaying pieces of jewelry.
"This is the most popular show
of the year. There is a high level
;of interest, therefore, things sell
very fast. I recommend that
people come early," said Mr.
Edmonson. "It is a great place to
Christmas shop."
As with other shows, student
workers have been instrumental
in setting up the show. This gives
them the opportunity to see how a
crafts display is set up. "There is
wide variety . . . something for
everyone,"
concluded
Edmonson.

Business Appeal Is Uniqueness
"I started this business
because I admire art and I can't
sing or paint" began Dr. Maria
Silveira. When Dr. Silveira isn't
teaching Spanish or World
Literature, she can most likely be
found at home designing
elaborate wedding cakes and
every other type of cake
imaginable. "I
have
been
interested in cake decorating
ever since my wedding in Cuba
when I was given a beautiful cake
designed as a basket of flowers."
Dr. Silveira tested her interest
by attending a cake decorating
class given in Farmville and
from that start, she has expanded
her techniques in leaps and
bounds. She has perfected her
designs by buying equipment,
books and by visiting every
pastry shop possible when she
took a trip to Europe. This new
cake service is rendered from her

own home with all the personal
touches one could wish for. Dr.
Silveira does research for every
cake she makes, taking the time
to go through books with the
customer helping to design a ,
cake that will be unique for I
whatever occasional don't like to
capitalize on someone else's
idea" says Dr. Silveira.
Designs for cakes have
included baskets of flowers, an
ambulance, and the boat pictured
which was made for a lady
getting ready for a cruise.
Nevertheless, the many wedding
cakes attest to the fact the Dr.
Silveira is definitely a unique
artist which takes the decorating
of a cake very seriously and
succeeds in quite a few
masterpieces. If anyone is
interested in having a cake made
they should contact Dr.
Silveira
for
information

Photo by Joe Johnson

Gordon
Exhibit
By TAMMY PORTER
Deborah Lee Gordon will
present her art exhibit in the
showcase gallery in Lankford at
Longwood College. The display
which is sponsored by the
Department of Art and the
Student Union may be observed
in the reading room of Lankford
from November 30 to December
9.
Deborah Lee Gordon, currently
a senior at Longwood College, is
majoring in elementary and
secondary Art Education. Last
year, she participated in the
Junior Senior Art Show. Some of
her extracurricular activities
on campus comprise the
Oktoberfest Dance Committee,
the Intramural Frisbee Team,
and an Art Gallery Hostess.
The types of work hanging in
Miss Gordon's showcase exhibit
include acrylic, oil, and
watercolor paintings, pen and
ink, felt tip pen, and crayon
drawings,
silk
screen,
collograjh, and zinc plate etching
prints,
and
ten
pinhole
photography photographs. These
pieces range in value from
approximately $20.00 to $450.00.
After graduation from college,
Deborah plans to be teaching in
elementary, junior, and senior
high school.

Christmas
Portrait Special
1-3x4 MINIATURE COLOR
PORTRAIT IN A CHRISTMAS FOLDER
"READY INSTANTLY"

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Robert T. Fore Photography
119 N. MAIN ST. — FARMVILLE. VA.
392-8710
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Challenge for Responsibility

Your Turn
Grow up Greeks!
and crews heard it. The students
To the Student Body:
This letter in regard to an who put on this production had
ncident which took place this enough to worry about without
•tst Thursday at Jarman you making such a racket.
To the members of the
auditorium.
Panhellenic
Council we have only
At 8:00 that night, just before
the curtain went up on Arsenic one question ... Is this common
and Old Lace, a sorority (which practice to have a sorority
shall remain nameless) decided disrupt such events as a
to give out an open bid to a theatrical production? Where
student who had come to watch will they be allowed to strike
next? a basketball game? A
the show.
This was totally uncalled for. In classroom? The dining hall? We
addition to blocking two of the know — during final exams,
main entrance doors and a part of right?
Miss Fallis, please control your
the steps, your screams, chanting
and apparent glee was heard all Greeks.
Respectfully Submitted,
the way backstage!! Not only did
The Longwood Players and
everyone in the lobby hear it, the
Alpha Psi Omega
entire audience and even the cast

2
G

ao

U

Vandalism Continues
To The Student Body:
There have been numerous so
called "accidents" occurring on
this campus that I believe the
students should be aware of.
Citing one incident, some poor
soul with nothing better to do,
decided to push my car from out
of my parking space into the
road.
This individual (or individuals)

<

decided to put a nice fat dent on
my door. I would certainly hope
the students at an "institution of
higher education" could find
more to do in their spare time
than be common vandals. I urge
all students who wish to keep
their cars intact to either get
more insurance, or rent a garage
with a combination lock.
A Concerned Student

The Longwood College Company of dancers would like to
announce their selection for officers for 1982. President, Eileen
Mathes; Secretary-treasurer, Karen Kaiser; Special projects,
Rebecca Johnson; Publicity, Whitney Phillips, Dean Lakey.

To the Students of Longwood
College:
The recent decision to do away
with the sign-in / sign-out
procedure on a trial basis and to
continue the existing paging
escort system is definitely a
move towards administrative
support of individual student
responsibility. For some time
now the students have asked to be
"treated like adults" on
Longwood's campus.
The
responsibility is now on the
individual student to use the
paging escort system and comply
with the existing visitation hours.
The termination of the sign-in /
sign-out procedure does not

imply leniency in visitation
regulation. It is more of a positive
movement towards promoting
individual responsibility and
removing ineffective processes.
, As an integral part of the
proposal,
the
elected
representatives of the Student
Government Association have
agreed to demonstrate their
support
of
individual
responsibility by compliance
with the paging escort system
and established visitation hours.
We challenge you, the student
body of Longwood College, to
follow our commitment.
Elected Representatives of
The Student
Government Association

SENIORS: Orders for announcements will be taken on
Thursday, Dec. 10 from 12-6 in the Rotunda!! You must pay for
them in full at that time!

The week of December 7-11, the pledge class of Alpha Phi
Omega will sponsor a Government Awareness Week on the
Longwood College Campus.
Through the use of posters, table tents and fliers they hop to
emphasis the need for government involvement. Several ways
in which you can become involved are:
1. Keep up on current events.
2. Register and vote (remember to get your absentee ballot
sent to you).
3. Write your Congressman, Senator . . .
4. Join a political party.
Broaden your horizons — Employers want interesting and
interested employees. Get involved.

• A PRIZE FROM THE LIBRARY*
YOU CAN WIN;

$5

MCDONALDS GIFT CERTIFICATE
$10 PERINI'S GIFT CERTIFICATE

$15 BOOK WORK GIFT CERTIFICATE

Editor's Turn
Until Dec. 11 every time you return o library book, your name
it automatically entered into the drawing. Longwood students

THE ROTUNDA
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Jodi A. Kersey
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With this final newspaper, I conclude my year as editor of The
Rotunda. I could not begin to express the insights I have gained
through the experience of trying "to please all the people all the time."
One of the major reasons I wanted to become editor of the paper was to
show Longwood that having a nice little paper that pleased everyone
and angered none was disgustingly boring and ridiculously unprofessional. Our staff this year has not been particularly interested in
pleasing or pacifying anyone and that is something The Rotunda can
finally be proud of in comparison with past years. Through serious as
well as the humorous articles we have printed, we hoped to broaden
the ever narrow minds here and lift people out of their cozy ruts into a
more enlightened state concerning our campus and the people who
dwell here. If we upset people who obviously refuse to see another
point of view for reflection, we have no apologies to make for such
pathetic immaturity.
As editor, I was disappointed when administrators lied to me as
"every office told a different story" whenever a touchy topic would
come up. I also had to realize that many of the rules we have to live by
here are designed and enforced by many people bordering on the side
that doesn't include the intelligent person. And finally, I think the most
irritating hassle was when people griped about lack of coverage, but
never to the staff as if we are omniscient at all times.
My sincere thanks go to all those who have been of help through
the year and especially those who treated the staff and me as if we are
real humans functioning with a brain equal to theirs.
If nothing else this year, I hope I have set a foundation for the next
editor that will begin with a greater respect for our paper and what we
are trying to accomplish. Possibly the greatest achievement that was
made this year simply was the fact that people stopped demanding
space and decided it best to request space. Common courtesy does
wonders.
Thus, I end my year full of experiences that were extremely
worthwhile and people that have added so much to my college
memories. Advice for the new editor, Mark Segal, and the assistant
editor Joe Johnson: be an extremely good listener with your b.s.
detector in mind at all times. Dry your damnedest to be objective and
don't ever feel you have to promise anybody anything if it is obviously
not of interest for the student's newspaper.
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Confessions Of An
Elf Killer"
Rotunda interview with the elf
killer, Mr. X.
Rotunda Q: When did you first
notice this insipid or rather
intrinsic hatred of, dare I say it —
Elves?
Mr. X. A: Ever since I came
here, man, six years ago, I'm a
day student you know, and 1 can
view all these antics from afar.
Well, its just so childish you
know, and like I'll be sitting in the
Rotunda studying and I hear this
jingle, not too loud, but just
enough so like I can't read no
more. Then all of a sudden, they
like, start ringing in my ears, it's
kinda like a big migraine coming
on but there's no cure for it and
then I look around me and they
are like there man — elves —
squeamish jingling penetrating
putrid nauseating slimy fairies.
It's unreal like dudes and chicks
all decked out for some
homosexual bar encounter or
something.
Q: Don't you think that's rather
harsh, labeling all elves as
homosexuals?
A : Well, like I wouldn't go so
far as to label all of them as
strictly homosexual, like I know
some of them are autosexual,
ya know there are probably some
borderline cases — you know like
AD-DC — they can go either way.
But sexuality isn't the issue,
cause I think that they really
don't know how to find
themselves anyhow, man.
Q: When did you first develop
your "cure" for the elf menace?
A: Like the first year man, I
put an add in the paper saying
like "if you are a Longwood Elf,
you are entitled to a summer job
that pays $8000 for one month's

work, call 1-800-223-5812". And
like, I'd entice them into my
room and get them filling out
forms, you know, man. And when
they weren't looking, Id slice
their head off with a matchete.
But like the blood was a problem
and what to do with the bodies,
you know. Then my landlady said
she'd kick me out of the room if
she found another head in her
garbage can. It was a real
bummer, man. So the next year I
had a better plan.
Q What?
A:Well, like that year, I really
had it planned out, I mean like
CIA planned, you know. What 1
did was find out when they were
having their annual elf supper in
the Prince Edward Room and I
rigged all the light bulbs with
gasoline, man. But it backfired,
you know, and the cleaning ladies
got there an hour early — like
they really got burned up (ha-ha)
over that one.
Q: Well, what did you finally
decide on?
A: It was the perfect system,
you know man, like completely
recyclable. 1 invited all the elves
over for dinner at my pad, man,
...they were delicious...
(At this point the Campus
Authorities, having obtained Mr.
X's identity after a six year
dragnet finally closed in. They
entered the room and these were
his last words).
Mr. X. — Hey, man, like where
are you taking me, (inaudible
struggling sounds were heard)
just don't put me in a cell with
any elves or a Christmas tree —
I'll eat it, I swear to God I'll eat
it...By the way, got any oregano
man.
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Swimming for the Disabled

Water
ntirifior nf
monlrinrl
Water, the
the purifier
of mankind.
It's used for Baptism; it's used to
bathe, it's used to cool, and used
to quench. Bobby Sands lived for
46 days without food — he would
not have lived 4 days without
water. Lynn Hatch realized this, •
and putting the knowledge to
practical and beneficial use, she
started a program that combined
Therapeutic Recreation with the
sanctity of water.
The
program
entitled
Recreational Swimming for the
Disabled, began October 17 at
Longwood's Lancer swimming
pool. The program is designed to
provide students from Longwood
to work with physically and
mentally disabled individuals of
Prince Edward County in
developing
leisure
and
recreational activities in an
adapted equatic swim program
appropriate to their disability
and their level of skill.
Lynn Hatch, certified water
safety instructor and originator
of the program explained how it
got started and its objectives. "I
went to Stephen Keith (the
Special Education Coordinator
for Prince Edward County
Schools) and proposed a plan
whereby disabled students from
Prince Edward County would be
allowed to have an hour of time
each week end at the Lancer pool
with student volunteers providing
one-on-one training. He gave us
the names of five children with
whom we would work, and Miss
Sally Bush, the Aquatics Director
of HPER, helped set up the time
for the class which is Saturdays

*—*'
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from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. What we
wanted to do was provide the
children with an opportunity to
enjoy some leisure time and
recreational activity in the
swimming pool. We wanted to
help them gain a certain amount
of self-confidence in the water
and learn to associate with their
peers and still function
independently. We also wanted to
educate the families on what
leisure
and
recreational
activities are available for
disabled children in the area."
The student volunteers for the
program are senior Therapeutic
Jay Strike, Susan Meadors,

Elegy
John Lennon : "...An
all of a sudden they DroKe
By RUSTY HURLEY
I am not one for "laying on the
hands," as many have when
talking about Lennon or the
Beatles. They were unique but
separate entities and neither had
a God-like power. What Lennon
possessed above all else was his
ability to make the listener feel a
part in life: you matter, a role
which no one else can fulfill
except you. You must speak and
live what you believe, no swaying
back and forth. Draw a straight
line and follow it, Lennon did.
"But February made me
shiver
With every paper I delivered
Bad news on the doorstep
I couldn't take one more step
I can't remember if I cried
When I read about his widowed
bride
Something touched me deep
inside
The Day the Music Died
Don McClean: "American Pie"
The bullets seared not only his
flesh — but the minds of an entire
generation and the heart of
America. When Elvis died they
mourned him as a great
entertainer. When John Lennon
died they mourned a great man.
He was the ultimate original.
Nothing was beyond imagination,
the unreal could become
accomplished fact given time and
love. He was not a "Up" or an
apologetic liberal, he believed in
a very simple principle: the
innate goodness of man. It may
have killed him.

away from the football game for
a Special Report. Well, thought
maybe the Russians had invaded
Poland. 1 thought we would see
some good wa r footage." And this
guy comes on and says John
Lennon's been shot . . . who
cares? I wanted to see tanks! . .
unnamed resident
of Cox, Dec. 8,1980
The night of December 8, 1980
found stereos raging with
Lennon's music — an amplified
elegy of tremendous proportions.
Angry young men with no
purpose now directed their
anger, though few knew at what
or why. 1980 had not the purpose
of 1970.
That night Farmville lay under
a'tumbling sky. Not one star
shone and a fog had raised on the
river. A perfect night for a ghost
story — a perfect night for truth.
"I don't see the big deal"
a member of
Kappa Delta, Dec. 9,1980
Lennon meant nothing to some
people. To most of the people at
longwood he was a relic from a
past age, an age of the
enlightened youth and age of
stormy
dissension.
His
philosophy does not fit well with
the "me-generation" of college
students.
John Lennon spearheaded an
idea, that muscle was not
strength and that all of us were in
actuality
a
brotherhood,
lennon's ideas were impractical,
maybe unworkable. Jesus' ideas

Tuesday, December 8, 1981

were as well, and Hitler's ideas
could never . . . well, they came
perilously close. We will never
know if Lennon was a social,
moral or political thinker, for we
won't give him a chance.
equaled — maybe outsold — but
never outdone.
But through his music, he tried
to communicate what he felt,
what he envisioned and what
millions wished for. There were
"The first time I heard the
Beatles was on a car radio going
west. Their melodies were so
clear, their harmonies so fresh. I
knew they were taking music
where it had to go."
Bob Dylan
". . . (a critic), said we used
aeolian cadences. I have no idea
what they are. They sound like a
species of birds ..."
John Lennon
You can't reheat a souffle
Paul McCartney
on a Beatles Reunion
Every rock movement since
1965 owes at least some credit to
the Beatles. Their best songs are
artistically on par with the best
art-song composers of nineteenth
century Germany; and probably
more reflective of society. Their
best albums will never be

better guitarists, better singers
and better sellers, but few could
match his sincerity, wit and
truth. At his most expressionistic
he is "Happiness is a warm gun,"
at his most emotional he is
"Julia," at his most frivolous he
was "Polyethelene Pam."
John Lennon was a man who
happened to be part of one of the
greatest collaborations of our
time. On his own, he was an
eloquent (though limited) artist.
But his music will live through us
all and the magic of the Beatles,
well, that is the stuff from which
legends are born. Ever wonder
why nobody hates the Beatles?
"Red, White and Blue
G aze in your looking glass
You're not a child anymore."
Styx (De Young)
"Though all these moments
Have their meaning
In my life
I loved you more."
John Lennon
That day — that terrible day of
December 8,1980 will remain the
death of the sixties. To many
more, it will mean the beginning
of fear. To a select few, it will
represent a beginning — a
knowledge that love cannot be
overspent in the face of horror.
That love and brotherhood are

Photo by Joe Johnson
Recreation majors Mary Sewell,
Kevin Brandon, Lisa Palen, Beth
Murphy, and April Polanski;
junior Stephanie Ibanez; and
sophomore Colin Shanalan.
"Has there been a significant
improvement?" "Yes there has
definitely been an improvement.
One girl, who was scared to death
of the water when we started off
swam half-across the pool just
last week. This other girl would
never go off the board...but with a
little coaxing, we finally got her
to go. Now that's all she wants to
do."
The girls and boys that are
being helped in this program
ranges in ages from 6 to 14. They
are either physically or mentally
handicapped. Lynn said she
wants to expand the program
"because like these that need
help too. Anyone who is
interested in being a volunteer is
more tthan welcome and no prior
training is needed."
the greatest gifts we possess.
America: are we to become a
portrait of fear and paranoia or
are we to rise to the occasion? We
are the great hope, must we
ultimately fail? It is time for us to
draw a straight line and follow it.
It is time for us to stand for such
unfashionable concepts as the
Bill of Rights, of belief in liberty
and freedom. It is time to give a
damn about what happens to us.
John I,ennon's death was just
one of many recent tragic
symptoms of a country gone
apathetic,
stable
and
reactionary. Are we to become
victims of the politics of terror?
Elvis died choking on his own
regurgitation because he was too
drunk, too stoned and didn't care.
John I-ennon died among the
people — murdered by "a fan"
whom he had spoken with only
hours before. Are we to be a
Presley who died a victim of his
own dazzling self — indulgence or
are we to stand-up and be
counted. It is not a contest. It is a
matter of life and death.
"And the three men. I admire
the most
The Father, Son and Holy
Ghost
They took the last train for the
coast
The Day, The Music i
Died."
^
Don McClean
John Lennon (1940-1980)
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SPORTS
Basketball Buries Coppin State
By MIKE LYNCH
dunk that nearly took the rim off Eagles scored the last seven
The
Longwood
college the glass. The fans went wild and points of the half to close to within
Basketball team played nearly the Longwood bench was on its 22 at 43-21.
perfectly for the first eleven feet but unfortunately, Kersey
The second half got sloppy but
minutes of their contest with had repulled a back muscle, that since the result would pretty
Coppin State, opening up a 25 he first pulled against Navy, in obviously be a Longwood victory,
point lead with eight minutes left the effort. He finally went down nobody really cared. The fans
in the half, and held the margin at in pain after trying to stay in for were having a good time and the
that level for the rest of the game awhile. He left the game and did players started looking for the
to earn a lopsided 99-70 victory, not return.
ominous dunk. The action was
Saturday night at Lancer Hall.
After this, a combination of really better in the second half
Coppin State was f%ally not events allowed Coppin State to but due to the huge advantage
that bad. They had a good chance keep Longwood from increasing that Longwood had, the intensity
to win against Virginia Union last the margin too much. Many of was missing. The game finally
Tuesday and Longwood definitely Longwood's benchwarmers were ended with a 99-70 Longwood
took them seriously. Longwood now getting a good deal of advantage.
coach, Cal Luther acknowledged playing time and both teams
High points honors belonged to
this fact, saying, "Our good play were now playing zone defenses. Ron Orr with 19. Also scoring
made them look bad." According Both of these facts were in favor double figures were Mike
to Luther's analytical charts of of the Eagles as they were now McCroey (15), Troy Littles (13)
the game, Longwood made just keeping relatively even with the and Joe Remar and Randy
two offensive mistakes on their Lancers. They used quickness to Johnson (11 apiece). High
first 29 possessions, one of which get through Longwood's 1-3-1 rebounds went to Jerome Kersey
was a lost ball at the opening zone, while slowing the Lancers (11 in just 11 minutes) and Randy
tipoff.
down some with their own 2-3 Johnson with ten. Next up is
Longwood scored the first ten zone. After being down 43-14, the Pembroke Tuesday night and
points of the game with layups by biggest margin of the game, the Lincoln on Thursday night.
Joe Remar and Mike McCroey
starting things off. Both guards
played well, riddling Coppin
State's defense with several
layups off both fast breaks and
set plays. Longwood was getting
many shots in the opening
minutes, almost all of which were
from in close, almost half of their
points coming from layups in the
first half. In fact, only one shot
from outside the key, a 10-foot
jumper by Remar, contributed to
Longwood's first half total.
Finally, with 16:12 left in the
half, Coppin State's James
Jackson hit a 12-foot jumper from
the right side to break the ice for
the Eagles. But the ice kept
freezing back over the coldshooting Eagles as their next
points would not come for more
than three minutes and they only
had six points at the 8:10 mark.
Longwood, on the other hand,
was on fire. Coppin called timeout at 14:02 to try and regroup,
being down at this point 17-2, the
last two points coming from a
McCroey layup after he stole the
ball on the other end. The
Lancers had shot seven for ten up
to this point but they were not
through embarrassing Coppin
State just yet. The climax of this
barrage came when Jerome
rebounds. This season he has
Photo by Joe Johnson
Kersey slammed in an awesome
proved his worth with his
rebounding, scoring, defending
and playmaking skills.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
All-Tournament in four of the
five tournaments in which
-1AA List Of Events Longwood played a year ago,
SWIMMING RELAYS TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8: 7-9 P.M.
Jerome is a former standout at
LANCER POOL
100 YD. Free Style
Bluestone High School. He is the
200 YD. Medley
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman D.
100 YD. Fully Clothed
Kersey of Clarksville.

Kersey, Player of Week
From
Sports
Info.
—
Sophomore forward Jerome < The
Cobra) Kersey put on an
awesome display of basketball
skill in two contests last week and
for his efforts, the 6-7 Clarksville,
VA native has been named
Ixmgwood College Player of the
Week for the period November
27-December 4. Player of the
Week is chosen by the Ixingwood
Sports Information Office.
In a 68-47 loss to Division I
Navy Tuesday night Kersey
scored 22 points and grabbed 11
rebounds with two slam dunks.
Thursday night he led the
lancers to a 95-79 win over
Friendship with 23 points, 15
rebounds and two more slams.
"He's had two super games,"
said 1/ongwood coach Cal Luther.
"The thing that delights me so
much about coaching a player
like Jerome is the way he hustles.
For a big guy (6-7), he really gets
after them.
"I told Jerome the other day
that I would pay to see him play,"
the coach continued. "He just
really hustles."
Longwood's leading scorer and
rebounder through four games,
Kersey is scoring 17 points a
game and averaging 12.8
rebounds per contest. In addition
he has seven slam dunks. He had
11 rebounds in 11 minutes in
Saturday night's 99-70 win over
Coppin State.
A key factor in Longwood's 19-9
season a year ago, Kersey
averaged 17 points and nine

100 YD. Tennis Shoe Reloy
200 YD. Breast Stroke & Side Stroke Alternating
TEAMS fTK<t> XL's. Keggers Pheonix, Boinkers. Fever —MEN'S

Anyone Interested In
The
Longwood Stock Club?
For Faculty & Students
For further information
Contact Douglas Braig
392-5724 or Box 148

ZTA. AATT, Crazy 8 s, Top Thus. All Stors, AT*,— WOMEN'S

Helpers from each team need to be there at 630.
VOLLEYBALL WINNERS:
MEN'S. Fever 1st; Boinkers; Better Balls 3rd.
WOMEN, Tonga s 1st; Crazy 8s 2nd; AET 3rd.

BOWLING WINNERS:
MEN: Boinkers 1st; Fever 2nd: Boinkers II 3rd.
WOMEN: EK 1st; Crazy 8's 2nd; ZTA 3rd.
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SPORTS
Grapplers Fifth in L.B. Tourney

1981-82 LONGWOOD WRESTLING TEAM — First row (left to right) Robert Clark, Steve Albeck,
Mike Hackett, Charles Sanders, Gary Byrd. Second row — Coach Steve Nelson, Charles Campbell,
Dana Dunlap, Matt Henshaw, Mike O'Hare, Carl Bird, Manager Elaine Burton. Not pictured are
David Dodd and Bill Klink.

Gymnasts Prepare for Auburn, TMU
By LISA SPENCER
The Longwood gymnastics
team will host two tough Division
I opponents in its second meet of
the season Friday night at 7:00.
James Madison, the 1981 Division
I State champion, and Auburn
are two of the strongest teams the
Division II Lady Lancers will
face during the coming season.
longwood, 1-0 after a season
opening win over Navy, faces a
tough task Friday night. Auburn
has beaten Western Carolina
131.4-114.75 and lost to Alabama

137.9-131.65. James Madison
opened its season Saturday at
Slippery Rock.
The Lancers will be expecting
top performances from freshmen
Dayna Hankinson and Kelly
Crepps, who finished 1st and 2nd
respectively all-around against
Navy. Monica Chandler, a
sophomore, should be a strong
contender also.
James Madison's Stephanie
Mann, should provide stiff
competition for the Longwood
gymnasts. Madison handed the

By RONNIE BROWN
The Longwood wrestling team
won two out of four matches to
capture fifth place in the Liberty
Baptist Tournament held Friday
and Saturday in Lynchburg.
Lancer wins came by a forfeit by
Norfolk State and a 33-15 victory
over Newport News Apprentice.
The grapplers' defeats came at
the hands of Hampton Institute
26-23 and Liberty Baptist 49-0, but
Coach Steve Nelson admits that
the competition was rigid.
"I thought we had a good
tournament
despite
the
competition," said the coach.
"The wrestlers showed a lot of
improvement, but they were
disappointed that they didn't win
more matches. We are still being
competitive and that's what
counts."
Junior David Dodd, who
wrestled in the 158 and 190 weight
classes, turned in the most
consistent performance with two

wins, a tie and only one defeat.
Other Lancer standouts were
freshman Mike Hackett, a 118
pounder and Steve.Albeck, a 145
pounder.
The Lancers' chances of doing
better in the tournament were
hurt due to the illness of two
wrestlers. Mike O'Hare was
injured and Mitchell Byrd, who
has a cold, was unable to make
his weight class.
The grapplers, now 4-2, have
already broken the record for the
most wins in the history of
Longwood Wrestling.
The wrestlers will be off for
exams and Christmas and will
not see action until January 15 in
the Newport News Tournament.
Coach Nelson realizes the
importance of doing well after
the long layoff. "If we can stay
healthy and can get in shape after
Christmas, we have an outside
chance of having a winning
season," said Nelson.

Lady Lancers W in Two Straight

From Sports Info
Longwood took two straight
this week defeating Davis &
Elkins (WV) 71-61 Tuesday and
Liberty Baptist 62-58 Thursday.
Freshman Valerie Turner led
both games with 19 points, 13
rebounds against Davis & Elkins
and 13 points, 8 rebounds at
Liberty Baptist. Also scoring in
double figures in both contests
was Florence Holmes with 10 and
13 points, respectively. The Lady
Lancers, now 3-4 overall, take the
road this week traveling to
Virginia Commonwealth
Tuesday and Lynchburg Friday.

Lancers one of their two losses
last season and Mann was the
state all-around champ.
Powerful Auburn has five
gymnasts who have scored over
30 in all-around thus far. Tops is
Yo-Yo Farley with a high score of
33.65 while Cindy Pope is a close
second with a 33.30. Farley has
scored a 9.0 in beam and an 8.65
in vaulting while Pope has an 8.55
on bars.
Friday's meet promises to
provide some of the most exciting
"It is very hard to come back
gymnastics action ever seen in
after
four straight losses and take
the Farmville area.
wins against tough teams," said
Coach Jane Miller. "I am very
pleased."
"We made some critical errors
in the last few minutes of the
Davis & Elkins game. We were
fortunate that we had enough of a
lead to still win. Our play in the

Liberty Baptist game showed we
had learned from those errors.
We were very poised under
pressure and made some smart
decisions in the last few
minutes."
Miller cites junior Barbara
DeGraff for her performance this
past week. A 6-3 center, DeGraff
grabbed nine rebounds against
Davis & Elkins and 14 in the win
over Liberty Baptist. She is
averaging 6.9 rebounds per
contest.
Holmes leads Ix)ngwood in
scoring and rebounding with
averages of 15.7 points and 10.3
rebounds. Co-captain Cindy
Eckel is scoring 12 points per
game and Turner is scoring 10
points and grabbing 6.8 rebounds
per contest.
Sophomore Robin Powell who
scored 14 in the win over Davis &
Elkins, is averaging 7.9 points
and leads the team in assists with
15.
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REG.CHE.E.SE. PIZZA 3.HO
LARGE. CHEESE PIZZA M.50
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^PERINI PIZZA^
6 TOPPINGS TO CHOOSE FROM
SUBS and SALADS
COURTEOUS SERVICE

BUY A SUB THAT WON'T
SINK YOUR WALLET
MON.-THUR. 11 A.M.- 10 P.M.
FRI. SAT. 11 A.M. - MIDNIGHT
SUN. 4 A.M. - 9 P.M.

104 HIGH STREET
392-5865

Photo by Joe Johnson

w BALDWINS
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Juniors are
important people
at Longwood!
Baldwin Juniors are
important, too! Shop
Baldwins Junior Department
for the latest in fashions.
At Baldwins you can find
knickers, band bottom pants,
glittering sweaters, fancy
blouses and skirts. Our staff
is ready and anxious to
serve you.

